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Abstract. A test suite is a set of tools and data to ensure quality of a software 
application such as a dynamic web site. Reliability of page by page web 
accessibility tests is difficult to achieve as this requires defining appropriate 
partitions of the set of all web pages. We propose a partitioning method based 
on additional information about reading behaviour by users especially for 
measuring readability and ease of navigation. An upper limit for the path length 
and hence size of the partition is developed. We present a test case editor to 
describe user group specific testing scenarios and additional types of tests. 

Keywords: evaluation, software testing, web accessibility. 

1   Introduction 

Web accessibility is a quality feature of the web server, the web browser and AT 
requiring testing. Automatic testing can take all these modules into account while 
manual evaluation of web accessibility focuses on the information presented by the 
web browser. Testing of any software applications is a semi-automatic process 
consisting of several steps to ensure the application meets all requirements as 
specified before starting the software development. For web applications focus is 
commonly on functional and stress testing as browsers behave differently and the 
client/server system or multi-tier system may degrade its functionality at a certain 
level of complexity of message processing by the underlying message passing system. 
Functional testing is essential for each newly integrated software module, especially if 
changes were made due to usability requirements. 

Figure 1 describes testing of a software application. First step is the design of test 
cases containing information about the result of some data processing if the software 
application is correct. Second step is the preparation of test data serving as input to 
the software application to be tested.  

Next step requires running the software application with all test data of this 
particular test case. The result of this processing is then to be compared with the test 
case. A test report details discrepancies or correctness of the result. 
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Fig. 1. Testing software applications 

For black-box testing and structural testing [10] it is important to develop test cases 
which partition the set of all possible test data. Smallest partition is consisting of a 
single element, a particular web page with more or less mark-up data. A partition is 
called an equivalence partition if it is an equivalence relation1. By developing an 
equivalence partition it is only required to develop test cases for at least one element 
of the equivalence partition. As before, a partition consisting of a single element is an 
equivalence relation, however, it is not desirable to start testing for each and every 
web page the user agent (and the server) over and over again. Moreover, sometimes it 
is even difficult to compute one and the same web page again.  

Our objective within EU-project BenToWeb is to validate by software testing if a 
particular equivalence partition can be developed, which covers accessibility 
requirements. Applying such a partitioning to arbitrary web pages will allow testing 
accessibility of web pages.  

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the development of mark-p 
language for testing accessibility. Section 3 investigates two critical accessibility 
requirements, describes differences among manual and automatic testing and 
introduces the concept of extended test cases. By developing partitions in sections 4, 
extensions can be restricted in their path length. Section 5 presents Parsifal as a tool to 
develop complex test cases.  

2   Test Case Development for HTML 

Test cases for testing web accessibility can be described by the Test Case Description 
Mark-up Language (TCDL) in XML [9]. A test case refers to a test file (web page) 
which may itself include mark-up for interaction techniques. Test cases are stored as 
TCDL files and support individualization of user agents including enhancements 
provided by assistive technologies (AT) like screen readers and screen magnifiers. 
TCDL files specify through user-group specific scenarios the type of user agent and 
AT needed for allowing the test files to comply with accessibility requirements. For 
example, does a screen reader read out the alt-Attribute in HTML through a speech 
synthesizer or presents it in Braille on a Braille display to a blind user. The result of 
testing is essentially either pass or fail. Detailed explanations can be more helpful for 
                                                           
1 An equivalence relation is a set of pairs which are reflexive, symmetric and transitive. 
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fixing the inaccessible test file and require mark-up such as the Evaluation and Report 
Language [8]. Both, pass and fail are options essentially required in the sense that the 
failing test case identifies inaccessible web pages. For example, if an alternative 
description is inappropriately listing only a file name, or is consisting of white space, 
the test for accessibility is intended to fail. 

3   Developing a Test Suite 

A test suite is a set of test cases describing each a test file (web page) and test case 
data which may be extended for purposes of testing with user agents. A test suite is 
made up of passing and failing test cases in order to support automatic, manual and 
user testing of web pages.  

Automatic testing is referring to a software testing tool checking web accessibility 
by inspecting mark-up of single test files [4] or multiple test files [11, 12]. We 
consider integration of such test tools as an important aspect to develop test cases 
consisting of arbitrary web pages. Automatic testing delivers a test report which 
identifies inaccessible mark-up of a web page. 

Manual testing has to be performed by a human expert and not by an end-user, for 
example, if there is no appropriate AT available yet. More often manual testing is 
applied, when no algorithmic approach has been developed such as for testing 
simplicity of language. Manual testing is based on inspection of the test files and very 
often limited to a subset of web pages. For example, in Germany asks the popular 
BITV-Test to inspect three selected web pages2 per web site. 

User testing of test files refers to the conventional empirical approach requiring 
users to complete a task while using a web browser and navigating through hypertext. 
The result is either successful or unsuccessful task completion. The probability for 
achieving the task and its standard deviation are user group specific [1]. Users test 
accessibility by generating input to browse one and more commonly multiple test files 
by using their AT. User testing has to be repeated with the same task by several users 
with different user agents (browsers and AT) in order to be able to generalize the test 
result.  

Figure 2 describes the scenario necessary to test web sites manually or 
automatically with a test suite applying also user input as test data. For testing 
accessibility of navigation within a page or to subsequent pages it is important to 
replicate the user input and controlling the browser with identical keystrokes and 
mouse movements. Technically, this requires in an initial step to record one user’s 
input and playback the sequence of events for testing afterwards. Input both for the 
web browser and for controlling the AT have to be recorded. 

Table 1 lists several types of automatic test tools for accessible mark-up features, 
an example, identifies some common limitations, and lists probabilities for an 
accessible test file. The purpose of the test suite is to identify if such limitations are 
encountered. 

While the probability for validity of a particular accessibility barrier simply is pi, 
some mathematical operator may be applied to integrate results for individual web 
 

                                                           
2 http://www.bik-online.info/verfahren/bitvtest/kurzinfo.php 
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Fig. 2. Running automatic accessibility test tools 

pages [17, 15]. The probability of a web site being accessible is a product of the 
probability of each individual web page’s accessibility. 

Table 1 refers to current challenges in automatic testing such as Guideline 14 
“Ensure that documents are clear and simple” and Guideline 13 “Provide clear 
navigation mechanisms” of the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 1.0 [13]. 
WCAG 2.0 [14] asks for similar requirements in Guideline 3.1 “Make text content 
readable and understandable” and Guideline 3.2 “Make the placement and 
functionality of content predictable” which is supported by the Level 2 Success 
Criteria 3.2.4 “Components that have the same functionality within a set of Web units 
are identified consistently”. 

Measuring complexity of natural language requires a comparison of linguistic 
features of natural language with those mastered by target audience of a web site. By 
developing a semantic representation of text such automatic comparison becomes 
feasible [5]. The criterion is passed if for example a dyslexic user with a university 
degree can read a scientific publication in her field. Measuring simplicity of language 
requires readability scales whose norms are based on mainstream school education. 
Readability scales are updated over time as well (typically over decades) and make up 
one element of baseline information upon which the test case has been developed. 
Baseline information hence not only has to describe the technological foundations but 
also the scales and measurement methods when applying accessibility criteria. 

Likewise is “clarity of navigation” [2] difficult to test and document. It requires 
tracking visitors navigating a web site, learn their paths automatically and consistently 
transform this path into another path suitable to be used by AT. Detecting 
automatically whether a navigation path is followed can be of non-polynominal 
complexity [7] and probabilistic approaches can achieve polynominal complexity [6]. 
From a user’s point of view navigation is supported by the AT. AT has its own 
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Table 1. Limitations and results of different types of test tools 

type of test tool example  Limitations probability 
of 
accessibility 

automatic tests of 
the validity of the 
mark-up language 

XML parser, 
web browser, 
screen reader 

contradictory use of 
multiple mark-up 
languages, e.g. 
<img> in SMIL and 
HTML 

ip  

automatic tests 
checking particular 
accessibility 
features 

colour contrast 
checking tool, 
acronym tester, 
mark-up test of 
foreign 
languages 

changes in 
background colour 
in adjacent text 
regions 

ip  

automatic tests 
checking multiple 
accessibility criteria 
of a web page 

Hera3 ease of navigation, 
simple language 

)( ipf  

automatic tests 
checking 
accessibility of 
complete web sites. 

Lift Machine4, 
WebXACT5 

dynamic web pages 
being not replicable ∏

=

k

i
ipf

1

)(
 

 
shortcuts and hence must be documented together with a test case as well. In addition, 
many GUI-based screen readers for Braille output support routing [16], which creates 
artificial input to activate a link by a simulated mouse input or simulated regular 
keyboard input to support users for other reasons. 

Not in any case are manual testing and automatic testing leading to the same result. 
If some automatic approach to test some feature is not yet available, the result is 
undefined. Manual testing, however, will be possible then, but requires developing of 
some task suitable for the web page or web site to be tested. 

In order to overcome these limitations pertinent to the type of automatic test or 
inherent to the use of specialized scales or other data related to usability issues 
additional efforts for documenting the test case are required. Figure 3 describes these 
extended test cases. 

                                                           
3 http://www.sidar.org 
4 http://www.usablenet.com 
5 http://webxact.watchfire.com/ 
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Fig. 3. Extended test cases 

Any user input necessary for browsing the test files has be re-played in order to test 
either a set of web pages or a web page with links to bookmarks in itself. If pages are 
generated dynamically and cannot be replicated a copy must be made and, finally, test 
scales such as for readability have to be included as well. 

4   Partitions 

Extended test cases require many more test files compared to standard automated 
testing. Without any partitioning the computational resource can be considerable. For 
example navigation in an web site with auctions such as eBay may require copies of 
all test files linked to a particular search for a product. Even within a limited preview 
of a few days this may include thousands of files depending on the category. 

A partitioning can be developed on the basis of Hypertext Probability Automata 
(HPA) and the probability linked web pages are accessible. A HPA denotes each web 
page as a state si and for the transition q(si) a probability value [7]. Figure 4 illustrates 
an HPA.  
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barriers are larger to overcome then the probability to reach a particular web page. All 
subsequent pages will not be reached due to inaccessibility. We can partition the test 
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Fig. 4. Hypertext Probabilistic Automata 

files accordingly and restrict the number of web pages to be tested. If the frequency of 
links visited cannot be obtained all paths leaving a web page still have to be tested. 

5   Editor for Test Cases 

We have developed an editor for editing test cases. The Parsifal tool is a graphical 
Test Case editor for test descriptions as defined by TCDL 1.1 specification [3]. Test  

 

 

Fig. 5. Parsifal tool to edit test cases 
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case description files are written in XML. A graphical user interface allows test case 
editors to avoid XML coding. Parsifal is implemented in C# using .Net Framework 
1.1. A setup routine for easy installation and runtime configuration is provided for 
Parsifal. In Parsifal parallel work on test case descriptions becomes possible by using 
a Concurrent Versions System (CVS). Figure 5 shows the GUI for a single test file.  

Testing accessibility of multiple web pages becomes possible by linking the first 
test file with other test files. Automatic and manual testing can follow these links and 
apply navigation criteria. In TCDL such test cases are no more atomic but are called 
complex test cases and require testing for multiple accessibility criteria. Figure 6 
shows how test case authors distinguish between different test modes. 

 

Fig. 6. Test modes supported by Parsifal 

Interfacing with automatic test tools is achieved by publishing the test files through 
a web server. The automatic test tool follows the links. A macro recorder can record a 
user’s input and the sequence of events in a file. Repeating manual tests becomes 
possible by playing back these events. 

6   Conclusion and Future Work 

Accessibility testing follows the same principles as any software testing if automatic 
testing can be performed. We have identified two challenges for automatic testing 
which require experts or users to perform a manual or user test. Both, simplicity of 
text for the intended readers, and predictability of navigation need more test data then 
just a web page. Measuring readability of text requires knowledge about the intended 
users. If probabilities of links visited are determined through manual evaluations, 
automatic tests can be ended when accessibility barriers are too high. The Parsifal test 
case editor allows specification of intended user groups through scenarios and enables 
test case authors to specify the type of test. 

Future work will be needed to integrate user input with automatic tests of 
navigation barriers. It will be attempted to obtain probabilities of links visited from 
manuals tests and replaying a synthesized set of input events representing a particular 
user group.  
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